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Experiment array (augmented
design) in 8 blocks

MATERIAL & METHODS

BACKGROUND

• 130 individual trees were randomly selected in a young even-aged
stand and then phenotyped, including growth (tree height and
diameter at breast-height), WUEi (δ13C), reproductive allocation
(cones vs tree size), chemical defenses and dendrochronology.

• Carry-over effects due to selection related to the
domestication process are a central concern in plant
breeding. The search for more resilient genetic
materials facing climate change and new biotic threats
has called attention to the underlying trade-offs among
key adaptive traits.

• Using the studentized residuals of regression analyses, we
established three groups of selection based on Growth, WUEi and
Reproduction and a common garden was planted in two contrasted
sites with progenies from the three selected sub-populations, and from
randomly chosen control mothers.

• Some studies have shown striking phenotypic changes
in traits not included as selection criteria, while
molecular genetics studies have generally shown
negligible changes in diversity due to artificial selection
in tree breeding programs.

• Growth, shoot heteroblasty, phenology and female reproduction were
measured at 3 and 5 years. We compared also the relationship
between reproduction and size (reproductive allocation).

• Specific selection experiments are extremely rare in
forest trees; therefore, to fill this gap, we established a
half-sib selection experiment of Aleppo pine (a
particularly early reproducer forest tree) using three
alternative selection criteria.

• DNA was extracted from needles at 3 yr in the most favorable site.
7740 SNPs were sequenced and we used either all of them or one
SNP per contig. We carried out a conventional PCA analysis.
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OBJECTIVES
To determine genetic change attributable to different
selection criteria along with the trade-offs among
phenotypic traits at five years of age
To compare phenotypic differentiation among selection

J

groups and molecular divergence based on SNPs
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Shoot heteroblasty (ontogeny) with 2 yr: All juvenile, with primary
needles (J); formation of the first secondary needles (A1); and fully
adult shoot, first cataphilary bud (A2)

Autumn shoot phenology (5 yr): Dormant bud,
partially elongated bud and policyclic elongated
shoot

Reproduction. In spring of
2019 (5 yr of age) 12% of the
individuals produced female
flowers.

RESULTS
Ontogeny (Shoot heteroblasty 2 yr)

Molecular differentiation

Phenotypic differentiation

All SNPs, conventional PCA
Female Reproduction (Autumn 5 yr)

All selected groups showed more
juvenility (in heteroblasty) than the
control group, particularly the
WUE-selected progenies

Control
Growth
Reproduction
WUE

The Control group was slightly more
reproductive than the Reproductionselected progenies. Particularly, the
Growth-selected progenies showed no
reproduction at all at 5 years, but….
Height growth rate (2-5yr)
BLUEs: WUE-selected progenies showed
significantly height growth rate compared to
the other selection groups. The control group
BLUE could not be estimated due to low
census number, but raw average wae similar
to that of WUE group.

No pattern of differentiation based on genetic data was
observed among selection and control groups

Using the model:
y = μ + selection group + block + block x group + family + ε
(random factors family and error)

?

Heritability (h2) was 0.42 for height at 5 yr and 0.20 for height
growth rate (2-5yr)

Phenology (Autumn 5 yr)

One SNP/contig, conventional PCA
Control
Growth
Reproduction
WUE

High allocation
to reproduction
Low allocation
to reproduction

All selected groups showed more
‘conservative’ autumn phenology
(fewer actively elongating
individuals) compared to the control
progenies, particularly the
Reproduction-selected progenies

The Reproduction-selected progenies showed the highest
reproductive allocation, i.e. proportion of reproductive individuals
relative to their size (height), while WUE-selected progenies showed
a low reproductive allocation. The dotted line indicates a theoretical
average behaviour.

DISCUSION AND CONCLUSIONS
While the progenies of the three selection groups showed different phenotypes, the relationship with the corresponding selection criteria was non-obvious and somehow counter-intuitive. The faster height growth of WUEselected progenies (compared to Reproduction- and Growth-selected progenies) can be explained by the experimental environment, much drier than the selection environment. Ontogenetic delay of WUE group (i.e. retaining the
juvenile shoot growth habit longer), is highly coherent (growth and delayed heteroblastic change are genetically correlated in many species).
Autumn phenology showed a conservative behaviour of the Reproduction-selected progenies (i.e. with higher probability of buds remaining dormant), while surprisingly, the Control progenies showed the higher proportion of
plants with actively elongating buds in autumn (a risky behaviour facing winter frosts) and Growth-selected progenies were the only ones with no individuals undergoing active shoot elongation in autumn.
The Control group showed a similar percentage of reproductive individuals at 5 yr than the Reproduction-selected progenies, but it was this last one which showed the highest reproductive allocation due to smaller plant size.
Further analyses are needed, using also de novo SNPs and repeated measures of multiple traits, together with advanced quantitative and molecular genetics tools, including the two experimental environments.
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